
 
 

It might appear to be another fall day in Weatherford, Texas, bulls 

being loaded into chutes, the sun glimmering off a cowboy’s 



spurs, a pretty blonde behind the chutes; today is not like another 

other day though, this is no bull riding event. That pretty blonde 

behind the chutes is no other than 20-year-old stock contractor 

Paige Stout, the bulls loaded into the chutes are her pride and joy, 

and this is a commercial for Red Bull with Paige’s bulls having a 

staring roll. It’s in moments like this that Paige Stout stands out 

among the rest; the no-nonsense nursing student has cultivated a 

name for herself and her bucking bulls in only a short period of 

time. 

Stout grew up in the bull industry; her grandfather was a 

professional bull rider and her dad was a bullfighter. Following an 

injury that ended his bullfighting career; Stout’s dad began raising 

bucking bulls and a family on his South Texas ranch. Stout would 

spend hours hauling bulls with her dad and teeter-tottering in her 

father’s footsteps; when she was just ten years old she declared 

she wanted her own bull, and she got one. “My dad took me to a 

bull sale and I came home with my own yearling bull, I worked 

with that bull and worked with him, I started entering youth 

futurities when he turned two”, she says. It seemed a passion had 

been lit inside of her, though some may have thought it was just a 

phase, Stout knew that working with bulls was where heart was. 

Stout was active in youth futurities, slowly growing her own herd 

of bucking bulls. When she turned 18, the wheels really started to 

turn, “I just woke up one morning and decided I was going to call 



Cody Lambert (Director of Livestock for the Professional Bull 

Riders). I don’t know how but it worked, I talked to him, and sent 

him videos of five of my bulls.” Lambert liked what he saw and 

asked Stout to bring all five bulls to the Built Ford Tough PBR 

event in St. Louis in February 2013; Stout has been hauling bulls 

on the PBR tour ever since, “I’m so blessed and honored.” 

Facing the male-dominated sport of bull riding certainly did not 

come without challenges, however Stout did not take the time to 

notice, “I didn’t pay attention, I didn’t care what other people 

thought. I’m pretty independent and strong-willed; when I set my 

mind to something I’m going to do it. I don’t care what people 

think of my goals. I don’t listen to the judgments and the criticism. 

Listening to that wasn’t going to help me, I had a dream in mind 

and nothing was going to stop me.” 

In addition to juggling her blossoming bull business, Stout is also 

a full-time nursing student at Weatherford College in 

Weatherford, Texas. The demands and challenges of juggling both 

school and her passion haven’t slow Stout down at all, “There 

have been many times we’ve driven back from a PBR event, 

straight through the night, we’d pull up in front of school and I’d 

hop out to go take a test. Lots of all night study sessions and a lot 

of support from my family make it possible. I think if I can get 

through nursing school while hauling bulls I can get through 

anything.” She credits her parents’ help in hauling bulls in 



particular, sometimes her father makes the drive to a PBR event 

with Paige flying in just before the event begins. However, 

through juggling school and bulls, her loyalty and her sense of 

responsibility to each and every bull does not falter. 

Each bull in her lot has specific dietary, exercise, and therapy 

plans; recently she has explored the world of acupuncture with 

her bull Recovery Time, “These are my kids basically, they get the 

best care possible. Each bull is unique, they’re individualized and 

they have different needs. Some bulls require more exercise than 

others, some need acupuncture, some need certain feed; it takes 

a lot of time and patience to make sure it’s just right for each bull.” 

Stout cares so much for her bulls that PBR events are often quite 

nerve-wracking for her, “I want them to perform their very best, 

it’s what they love to do. Sometimes I get so nervous you’d think I 

was the one who had to ride them!” Stout makes sure that her 

bulls keep a similar routine even when they’re on the road, often 

she rises before dawn to go feed them prior to nightly 

performances, and while the bulls eat Stout usually is so nervous 

she can’t eat until after the performance, “It’s not that I’m scared 

or worried, I just get butterflies! I get so nervous for them because 

I want the bulls to be their best and for people to recognize their 

talent.” 

Aside from being a female in a male-dominated sport, Stout 

stands out in more ways than one. Her passion for her bulls and 



dedication their career is immeasurable, “Being a PBR stock 

contractor isn’t for me, I do what I do for the bulls. They’re my 

babies and the passion I have for them, the programs I have them 

on for feed and exercise, they’re not just regular bulls standing 

out in the pasture. They’re athletes and they’re treated that way.” 

Stout tries to be a vocal advocate to the care that bucking bulls 

receive, she regularly welcomes people to her family’s ranch to 

watch the bulls in their natural day-to-day life, “My bulls are taken 

care of just like a performance horse would be taken care of, they 

want for nothing and I only want what is best for them. There’s no 

harm involved. If they don’t want to buck or they need a break, I 

give them that. They’re not just another bull on the trailer to St. 

Louis or Biloxi, they’re athletes and sometimes even the best 

athletes need a break.” Having been a soccer star for 14 years, 

Stout recognizes that athletes get burnt out and need both a 

physical and mental break, “I don’t think of them as animals, 

they’re athletes. Some times they can’t take the road or they just 

need time off, I focus on the bulls and their individual needs. If 

they start showing signs of slowing down, I don’t hesitate to 

acknowledge it and address it.” Stout credits social media for 

being an excellent way to address to care of the bulls, “I can post 

videos of my bulls getting exercised or fed, just showing them 

getting pampered or getting their acupuncture treatments. It 

helps educate people to how well they’re cared for, we absolute 



don’t harm them.” 

When questioned as to what the most challenging aspect of being 

a stock contractor is, Stout downplays her intense school schedule 

and instead continues to focus on her bulls, “When I know what a 

bull is capable of and they don’t perform like I know they can, that 

can be incredibly frustrating and upsetting. Those bad trips can 

cost you trips to the next event, money, an invitation to bring your 

stock to the World Finals; that can be difficult. They’re 

unpredictable, they can be really consistent and then every 

athlete has their bad days. Sometimes those days hit when you 

don’t really want them too. I just try to go with the flow and accept 

that things aren’t always going to play out like I expect them to.” 

If Paige Stout is anything, she’s positive, constantly trying to find 

the good in even the most frustrating moments. Stout is thrilled 

every time her bulls perform, good or bad; the invite to showcase 

her stock is honor enough. Her goal every year to is to make it to 

the PBR Finals, “that would be the cherry on top of everything.” 

Stout certainly does not have plans to be labeled a “one hit 

wonder”, “If I can juggle school and hauling bulls then there’s no 

reason I can’t juggle a full-time career and my bulls. This is what I 

love to do and I cannot picture my life without bulls in it.” 

When the PBR Finals roll into Las Vegas the end of this month 

Stout will be there with her bull Recovery Time, ready to showcase 

both herself and her bull’s talent, “I just hope people recognize 



how much responsibility it entails. You have to take care of your 

animals so they can perform to the best of their ability; you have 

to recognize that each bull has special needs. You have to spend a 

lot of time with your bulls, get to know them and let them get to 

know you. I spend a lot, a lot, a lot of time with my bulls and I 

think it makes a difference.” 

There’s no doubt Paige Stout is one to watch, her dedication, 

passion, and sense of responsibility to her bulls set her up for a 

lengthy career in the rodeo world and position her to be well-

known name in the bucking bull world. “I’m just excited for the 

Finals and to see what Recovery Time can do. Hauling bulls to the 

World Finals is a huge accomplishment and honor; it’s what we 

work all year long for. This is their time to shine, I’m basically just 

their driver!” 
	  


